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Reliability Concern of Ultra-Thin Gate Oxides

l.Introduction
The strong ptsh of SiO2 research is partly related to the

cunent Flash memory activity. On the other hand, the logic
devices require even thinner oliides, where even the direct

tunneling regime is considered. In this work, we discuss the

comparison between thin and ulha-thin oxides in terms of the

canier hansport and the dielestric brealcdown, illd the stress-

induced leakage current.

2. Diffenence between thin and ultra-thin oxides except the
thiclsress ?

(1) Carrier Transport

The conventional device physics has been described by the

deterministic equation of electric field, but this will not be

enough in very small size region such as the energy relaxation
lengh. The oxide thickness is the smallest among device
parameters, and even in the canier transport in the amorphous

SiOa it is comparable with the length for elechons to be

energetically stabilized tU. Therefore, below 10 nm the

reliability should be examined by including the electron energy

consideration.

The canier hansport in SiO2 was studied by using the carrier
separation experiment [2] both in n- and p-channel MOSFETs
with 3.4 nrn,4.2 nm and thicker oxides. Oxides were thermally
grolvn in the dry Oz ambient, It has been found that the

relationship between a = Isub/Ig in n-MOSFET and y = Isd/Ig
in p-MOSFETs in relatively thick oxides are well conelated [3].
However, in 3.4 nm oxide the hole generation rnechanism

looks different as shown in Fig. 1., which shows carefully
measured Ig and Isub as a function of Vg for 3.4 nm and 4.2

nm oxide n-MOSFETs. Figs. 2 (a) and (b) show a and y as a

function of Vg. Fig. 2 (b) demonstrates that the injected

electrons transport ballistically in SiO2 in this thickness regime.

On the other hand, note in Fig. 2 (a) that there are two types of
direct tunneling both from the conduction band and from the

valence band [4,5]. Direct tunneling electrons from the

conduction band do not have enough energy to create holes in
the gate electrode, but those from the valence band leave IA}Vo

holes in the substrate. Namely, there is a boundary of hole

injection model into SiO2 for thin and ultra-thin oxides, and the

substrate hole accumulation method ( ao ) [6J is no longer valid
in the ultra+hin oxide regime.
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(2) Diekctric Brealcdown

we investigated the TDDB characteristics both in thin and
ultra-thin oxides. In this work, we obtained the TDDB results at

a constant voltage stress. Fig. 3 shows 1&r as function of
applied gate bias. Note that the slope of the shess voltage

dependence of ltrrd looks different between two oxide
thickness. These results may imply that the limiting factor to the

dielectric breakdown is gradually moving from the elec'tric field
to the electron energy, though the effect is not so significant in
the present condition. In general, both effects work together,

depending on the thickness and the bias condition. It suggests

that we have to carefully consider the acceleration test of the
reliability in thinner oxide region. The injection polarity effect
of rDDB is another conhoversial issue. It wilt be shown that it
is not an artificial but a real effect. The results might be due to
the poorer structural relaxation in thinner oxides [7,8J. Though
the oxides used in this experiment was not optimized for ulFa-
thin regime, we think that the results will be quite general.

More attention should be paid to the svsio2 interface qualiry,
which goes without saying that it is the most fundamental of
MOS device technology.

(3) Srress-induced Lealcage Current ( SILC )
The SII-C is also related to defects created by energetic

electrons [9]. Fig. 4 shows the SILC as a function of the
stressing voltage. It is found that there exists a clear threshold

energy to observe the SIIC even in the 4.2 nm oxide. ln the
thinner oxides, the direct tunneling leakage cunent becopres

dominant and the SIICwill be no more observed.

3. Summary

The ultra-thin oxides have been recently often discussed
from the viewpoint of the device performance such as gm, Vth,
or other short channel effects. In this paper, some differences
between thin and ultra-thin oxides are presented from the
experimental results of the carrier transport, the dielechic
breakdown and the stress-induced leakage cunent. conceming
the SILC, there might be a very small thickness window
between the sILC immune region and the direct tunneling
region. In the dielectric breakdown, both defect creation and

structural deformation occur simultaneously with different
stress condition dependence. This fact makes understanding of
the breakdown complicated. Practically, the acceleration test
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should be reconsidered in this oxide thickness regime.
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Fig. 2 Substrate hole generation efficiency, cL (a) measured in n-

MOSFETs and quantum yreld for impad-ionizatiorU T, (b) in Si as a

function of Vg measured in p-MOSFETs.
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Fig。 3 1/Ld as a inction of applied gate bias for 3.4 11m and 4.211m

o対de n‐MOSFETs
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Fig。 1 lg and lsub as a mnctiOn Of Vg for 3.4 nm and 4.2 nm oxide

n―MOSFETs.
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Fig. 4 Stressing voltage dependence of stress-induced leakage

current measured in various oxide thickness n-MOSFETs
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